
At first, Harvey thinks the Fortune Teller in the Cellar is his mum. Can
you find three things in the chapter that change his mind?

Harvey goes through a lot of different emotions in this chapter. How
many different feelings can you find? What words or actions give them
away?

Create a character and write a short story or scene where your
character's feelings change. See if you can show those emotions by the
things the character does. For example, if the character is scared, they
might hide under their bed. Writers often call this show, don't tell.

The fortune teller's sister knows how things are going to end. She uses
her skill to predict winning lottery numbers. If you could see how
stories were going to end, what would you want to know - and why?

Chapter sixteenThe Fortune Tellerin the Cellar

Two questions ...

Let's write! 

What do you think?



The fortunte teller tells him she isn't his mother - twice.
She dosn't move like Harvey's mum - she's slow and creaky like the
rocking chair.
She knew Harvey stole the vanising potion and she didn't tell him
off.

Harvey is unsure: the wobble in my voice / Possibly-Not-My-Mum
He's cross: Well that was just charming
He's exasperated: "Mum please! It's me, Harvey!"
He's disappointed: Could my own mum really have forgotten me so
quickly? / She hadn't given me a hug or anything / My eyes blurred
with disappointed tears
He's scared: My stomach lurched
He's frustrated and impatient: "Answer me!" I cried / "No!" I said,
jumping in to stop her
He's relieved: relief washed over me
He's cold: rubbing my hands togther to keep warm
He's incredulous: I shook my head. Was my future so bad she didn't
want to tell me?
He's upset: I blinked back unexpected tears
He's confused: this was baffling
He's guilty/embarassed: my cheeks flushed
He's determined: If the potion somehow held the answers, it was
time to use it

At first, Harvey thinks the Fortune Teller in the Cellar is his mum. These
three things in the chapter change his mind:

1.
2.

3.

Harvey has lots of different emotions in this chapter. Here are a few of
them:
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Two answers...



What would you do 

if you could vanish?

Chapter seventeenVanishing potion

why you wanted to vanish
how you vanished (did you drink a potion, too?)
what vanishing felt like
where you went
what you did
what you saw
what happened when you reappeared.

Harvey has just drunk Mistress Ring's vanishing potion.
If you could vanish for five minutes, what would you do?

Write a short story called The Day I Vanished. Tell us:

    

The day I vanished


